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THOUGHT  FOR  THE  WEEK:  Mike Adams (naturalnews.com) has given an advanced announcement that 
he is set to publish a detailed acoustic analysis of the Las Vegas shooting false flag, which identifies the likely 
spots where a second shooter was positioned:   
https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-10-08-bombshell-health-ranger-identifies-distance-of-second-shooter-at-las-vegas-massacre-not-mandalay-bay.html

     This material is not yet available, so stay tuned, we will bring you a summary. But, a second, or more shooter(s) 
puts this massacre in the realms of all-out conspiracy. Who planned this? 
     There are growing suggestions that Paddock’s substantial overseas travel and financial transactions indicates a 
terrorist connection:  https://pamelageller.com/2017/10/las-vegas-shooter-terror-finanacing.html/ 

     ISIS continues to claim him as one of their own:
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/stephen-paddock-las-vegas-shooter-middle-east-isis-police-cruise-latest-reveal-a7988746.html 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/isis-vegas-shooting-stephen-paddock-repeat-claim-islamic-state-responsibility-police-gunman-motive-a7986161.html 

    “But in the end truth will out.” William Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice  2:2. 
Ref: Opening the Padlock on Paddock By Charles Taylor              ***
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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

THE POVERTY OF AUSTRALIAN CONSERVATIVE JOURNALISM  By Peter Ewer
     The differences in coverage of the Las Vegas shooting between Australian and American “conservative” 
journalists is stark. For example, Ann Coulter, who has published numerous best-selling books, said this:
https://www.amren.com/commentary/2017/10/media-find-las-vegas-shooters-motive-hes-white/
     “If the media are going to keep wailing about how vital a free press is, could they start reporting stuff?
     There’s a remarkable number of dangling facts about Stephen Paddock’s mass murder in Las Vegas, which the 
media have shown little inclination to investigate. It’s almost as if they’re worried that too much investigation will 
ruin it.  For example:  

• Who was the woman shouting, “YOU’RE ALL GOING TO DIE!” right before the concert?
• Is any reporter interested in finding out? Probably a random crazy lady, but that’s not typical pre-concert 

behavior.
• Why is it taking so long to find out if anyone else went into Paddock’s hotel room since he checked in last 

Thursday? I’m perfectly prepared to accept that he was the only one who entered that room, but can we see 
the surveillance video?

     The sum-total of the information we know about Marilou Danley, the woman who’s been living with Paddock 
for years is the following: She was out of the country at the time of the attack. She’s not involved. Paddock had 
apparently assembled an enormous arsenal of weapons. Did she know about it? Did he tell her why?  Had his 
behavior changed recently? Why wasn’t he with her on her trip? Had they broken up? And why did Paddock 
recently wire $100,000 to the Philippines?
     Within hours of the first indictments in the Duke lacrosse case*—later, all thrown out—the media was bristling 
with information about the players’ parents, the homes they grew up in, the ritziness of their neighborhoods, and 
the tuition at their Catholic high schools. Doesn’t any reporter want to ask Danley anything?”
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2017/10/06/coulter-media-strangely-reluctant-pursue-specifics-vegas-shooter/ 
     In other words, what we see here is something lacking from Australian conservative journalism, at least in the 
mainstream press, good old fashion investigation and questioning, refusing  to leave mysteries unsolved. 
     A good journalist should be more like Sherlock Holmes, than  an academic writer. Obviously, MSM journalists 
everywhere are lacking in this quality.     (continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
     What we find when looking at the mainstream 
media coverage by so-called conservative journalists 
in Australian papers, is a cucked view of the Las Vegas 
shooting compared to the remarks by Coulter quoted 
above. The comments are superficial and amount to little 
more than gun banning propaganda. 
     Why should anyone have a gun? Why do civilians 
need guns? That begs the question about why anyone, 
including the Deep State needs a gun. The gun is a 
weapon which channels force, so the State has them for 
social control. But, what if the State goes evil? Wouldn’t 
the politically correct need guns to fight against the evil 
racists? How, hypothetically, would the soft and flabby 
cucks in the media ultimately defend their multiracial 
migration creation from such evil, unless, as a final 
measure, force could be used?
     So, the American justification in terms of preservation 
of liberty, has a politically correct analogue.
     What then about the claim that no-one with a knife 
could have produced the damage done by Steven 
Paddock with gun fire, that guns are intrinsically more 
destructive than other possible weapons, including 
vehicles? 
     The problem here is that the assumption is simply 
false. Paddock had explosives too, and explosives are 
many times more deadly than guns. 

     Explosives are even more regulated than guns, yet 
such things are obtained illegally, and can be chemically 
constructed. Just ask the old IRA, and ISIS jihadists.  
     Of course, the real agenda behind all of the media 
shock! horror! is to advance an argument for further gun 
control in Australia. This has already happened with the 
safe and security arrangements, but Malcolm Turnbull 
seems to be moving quickly to further gun control, not 
letting the momentum of the Las Vegas tragedy go to 
waste:
http://www.afr.com/news/malcolm-turnbull-hints-at-gun-law-reform-
following-las-vegas-shooting-20171002-gyt2s7
     The aim seems to be to move on lever action 
shotguns, which the gun banners have had in their sights 
for some time. There is no real difference between almost 
all of the Australian chattering class and someone like 
Michael Moore on this issue:
http://www.newsweek.com/
change-constitution-and-restrict-gun-rights-says-michael-moore-678634 

*  The Duke lacrosse case was a 2006 criminal case 
in which three members of the Duke University men’s 
lacrosse team were falsely accused of rape. The case 
evoked varied responses from the media, faculty groups, 
students, the community, and others. The case’s resolution 
sparked public discussion of racism, media bias, and due 
process on campuses, and ultimately led to the resignation 
and disbarment of the lead prosecutor, Durham County 
District Attorney Mike Nifong.   ***

THE BIOHISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE WEST By Brian Simpson

     In my big bag of books and material I have a copy of 
Jim Penman’s The Hungary Ape: Biology and the Fall 
of Civilisations  (The Author, 1992). Although Jim has a 
PhD in history, he is well known for his very successful 
businesses such as Jim’s Mowing and a multitude of 
other Jim’s businesses.
     The 1992 book, produced outside of the academy 
showed a fine critical mind at work. He predicted a 
complete collapse of Western civilisation and its culture, 
such as science and technology, and a swamping of the 
West by the Third World. The decline was due to a kind 
of decline in biochemical vigour, and by personality 
and attitude characteristics, such as oral restraint, which 
are distinguishing features  of high level cultures. The 
collapse of restraint will lead to the collapse of the West.

     In his latest book, Biohistory: 
Decline and Fall of the West: 
https://www.biohistory.org 
https://www.amazon.com/
Biohistory-Decline-Fall-Jim-Penman/
dp/1443871303

the earlier book is taken much 
further, this time incorporating 
epigenetics into his analysis. 
Epigenetics studies how the 
environment interacts with 
genetics, switching genes on and 

off, and thus having an impact upon heredity. In this book 
Jim argues that the changes in temperament, left largely 
unexplained in his previous treatise, are accounted for by 
epigenetics. Our fate thus seems to be set by our biology.
     And, what a fate awaits the West! Penman predicts 
that through the loss of vigour in the West, seen in 
the decline of manhood, and crashing birth-rates, the 
replacement of the West by Islam within a century.
     But, here he is surely optimistic since that process of 
ethno-cultural replacement is well underway, with the 
replacement of the German population by an Islamic one:
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11100/germany-islamic-sunset
with young migrant men having what one psychiatrist 
called a “crazy potential for aggression”:
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/10/03/psychiatrist-time-bomb-germany-migrants/

and likewise for Sweden:
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/10/07/swedish-lawyer-claims-majority-rape-suspects-cases-migrants/

     In America, chain migration from illegal migrants 
threatens to end the common language of the country, 
English, and then, America as we know it:
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/10/06/daca-amnesty-
chain-migration-threatens-english-as-primary-u-s-language/
     This is a civilisation committing suicide, in a wrist-
slashing, skin-tearing frenzy; for what and for who?  ***
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STOP ACCUSING THE QUEEN. IT’S ABOUT TIME YOU BLAMED WHITLAM  
by Philip Benwell, National Chair, Australian Monarchist League

     The comment  “‘Volcanic’: Evidence of Queen’s 
involvement in the 1975 dismissal uncovered” (SMH 
16/10/17)  is demonstrably untrue and salacious to 
say the least. The supposedly extraordinary revelation 
that “representatives of the British government flew 
to Australia in the lead-up to the 1975 dismissal of 
the Whitlam government” should actually come as no 
surprise to any person with a modicum of intelligence. 
Undoubtedly representatives of the US government and 
other nations also flew to Australia to find out what was 
happening.
     Actually, it may come as a surprise to journalists but 
the British government has nothing to do with the Queen 
as Queen of Australia. As such she is advised only by her 
Australian ministers.
     The fact is, following the iniquitous loans scandal 
and the ensuing blocking of supply by the Senate, 
shockwaves reverberated through the Western world 
because Australia, for the first time as a nation, was 
facing a severe political crisis with potentially disastrous 
effects on its hitherto untarnished economic and 
monetary stability. We should not forget that this was all 
caused by the Whitlam government in approving indirect 
and somewhat dubious methods to finance its ‘buy back 
the farm’ policy and then to fund its own indebtedness 
due to the blockage of supply which again was due to 

the government’s attempts to bypass normal funding 
protocols. 
       Furthermore, it is obvious that the Queen’s officials 
would have been communicating with Government 
House to keep abreast of the crisis. After all, is not the 
Queen Australia’s sovereign head of state? Her officials 
were duty-bound to be informed. To do otherwise would 
be a dereliction of the Queen’s responsibilities.
     Journalists should cease this sensationalistic 
commentary and keep to the facts. The root of the 
problem was the Whitlam government breaching 
normal protocols. The reaction of the Senate in blocking 
supply was just that, a reaction to the misconduct of the 
government. 
     The Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, used the 
powers of the Constitution (Para 64), not the reserve 
powers of the Queen or the Crown, to resolve the crisis. 
He merely sent the matter to the people to decide and the 
people overwhelmingly rejected the Whitlam government 
along with its misdoings. That should be an end to the 
matter.
By the way, there was no constitutional crisis. It was a 
political crisis resolved by a double dissolution. 

Ref:  http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/volcanic-evidence-of-
queens-involvement-in-the-1975-dismissal-uncovered-20171015-gz18zd.html 

       ***
THE SUBSIDY THAT FLOWS WHATEVER THE WEATHER - by Eric Worrall 

https://wattsupwiththat.com/author/eworrall1/
     Power prices in the Australian Renewable Energy 
Paradise of South Australia have driven 102,000 South 
Australians to beg for help from food charities, according 
to a major South Australian Newspaper.

More than 102,000 South Australians seeking food 
donations, forced to skip meals to pay bills by 
Liz Walsh, Sheradyn Holderhead, The Advertiser 
October 15, 2017 11:31pm

MORE than 102,000 South Australians seek help from 
food charity Foodbank every month, as parents skip 
meals for days on end so children can eat and utility 
bills can be paid, astonishing figures show.

About one quarter — or 26,877 — of those seeking 
food assistance are children.

The alarming figures have been released today in 
Foodbank’s 2017 Hunger Report, which also shows 
that demand from South Australians needing food has 
increased 21 per cent over the past 12 months, up from 
84,847 last year and 56,000 the year before.

Foodbank SA chief executive Greg Pattinson said 
the high number of those needing assistance was 
staggering, but not surprising, because more and 

more SA families were being forced to make the 
heartbreaking decision to either “heat or eat”.

“We’ve heard it from so many people; the power bills 
come in and they have to decide: ‘Do we feed the kids 
today or do we not?’” he said

     .…“One lady told me that she earned $1000 a 
month and had just received an electricity bill and 
simply couldn’t afford to eat for this month — and 
that’s only 10km south of the CBD.

“Anecdotally, we regularly see that kids are sent off 
to school and they are OK, but mum and dad don’t 
eat … one woman told me that she had only Vegemite 
sandwiches for the week.”

The full Foodbank report is available here:  https://www.
foodbank.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Foodbank-Hunger-Report-2016.pdf

     This Aussie energy price madness is very quickly 
becoming a major political issue. Pauline Hanson, the 
...leader of the One Nation Party, has refused to endorse 
any national policy which leads to higher energy bills. 
      *** 
Continue reading here:  https://wattsupwiththat.
com/2017/10/15/over-100000-people-in-green-energy-south-
australia-now-receive-food-donations/
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     More than 50 people met in Adelaide for the national 
seminar. It was a special time of fellowship with like-
minded folk. The opportunity to share was pleasant and 
enjoyed by all. Travellers came from near and far to 
share their experiences and listen to our guest speakers.
Dr Alan Moran—Why is our electricity so expensive?
     Dr Moran was able to show our climate is not 
significantly changing. Using empirical and peer 
reviewed data, he showed that the IPCC climate 
models had consistently predicted exaggerated levels 
of temperature warming, but there was in fact, no 
appreciable change over the last 20 years, and equally 
‘well with the variability’ of the last millennium. Nor 
was there an increase in hurricane intensity over the last 
96 years, being the period of records. Nor was there a 
reduction of rainfall in South Australia over the last 115 
years. 
     Dr Moran also presented evidence of exorbitant 
increase in costs of electricity, specifically caused by 
renewable energy subsidies and the closing of baseload 
coal-fired power stations. Dr Moran also provided 
evidence that Australian energy prices have shifted 
from being virtually the lowest in the world, to now, 
comparable with the most expensive in the world.
Don Auchterlonie—Agriculture -  Which way forward?
     Don presented statistics from the Cancer Council of 
the significant % increase into newly diagnosed cases 
of cancer. Don drew our attention to Dr Christine Jones 
and her work from the website amazingcarbon.com. Dr. 
Jones has discovered the way carbon can “flow” into the 
soil by a partnership between plant roots and the soil 
that will receive that carbon.  Somewhere between 85 
to 90 percent of the nutrients plants required for healthy 
growth are acquired via carbon exchange, that is, where 
plant root exudates (oozing)  provide energy to microbes 
in order to obtain minerals and trace elements otherwise 
unavailable.
Peter Davis—Celebrating 100 years of the East-West 
Railway—1912-1917
     Peter spoke of the period of 11 years in which our 
nation broke free from the shackles of the privately 
owned and controlled financial banking system. How 
on the Nullarbor plain, at the remote location of Ooldea, 
roughly 620 miles east of Kalgoorlie and 430 miles west 
of Port Augusta, the two construction ends of the railway 
line came together, being completed on 17 October 1917.
     This marvellous feat of construction, being financed 
by the ‘People’s Bank’, with no national debt. Most 
important to remember at the time our nation was also 
suffering a shocking drought and the First World War had 
already commenced. 
     The People's Bank was financing major projects for 
the nation, carrying drought stricken farmers, helping 

first home owners, all from an initial investment of just 
£24,000. The Commonwealth Bank of Australia was 
initially established under the watchful eye of MHR 
King O'Malley and Andrew Fisher's Labour (Labor)
government. The Transcontinental railway line stands 
as irrefutable proof of what our nation and great-
grandfathers delivered… and how it was financed. 
     The CBA founding governor, Sir Denison Miller, 
served and delivered for 10 years, debt free development 
and prosperity for the nation.  
     The Commonwealth Series booklets by D.J.Amos 
record the great works performed by this fledgling nation 
Australia with the favourable assistance of the ‘People’s 
Bank’.  Peter also presented the historical records of 
debt, fiat money and the emasculation of our sovereignty 
by treacherous governments, both Conservative and 
Labour (Labor). 
     Peter called for the restoration of the "People's Bank" 
as a fitting tribute to Sir Denison Miller, those railway 
workers of 100 years ago, and our children, to regain our 
forgotten sovereignty and title "the Lucky Country". 
     Peter concluded referring to his letter to Sen. Sam 
Dastyari to campaign for Australia Post be granted a 
banking license with the intention of fully restoring 
the function of the ‘People's Bank’.  The seminar 
continued that evening with the 71st New Times Dinner 
incorporating the Frank Bawden Memorial Dinner. 
     The Sunday ‘Actionist Conference’ began with a 
Divine Service themed around "faith without works is 
death".  Four short papers were given around the Social 
Dynamics course.  DVDs of the seminar will be available 
in the New Year. - AJL    ***
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